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In a 1971 paper, Hoppensteadt and Waltman consider a determinrstrc 
epidemic model that accounts for certain threshold phenomena occurring in 
the spread of infection. A system of nonlmear delay integral equatrons describe 
this model. WC describe a method for constructmg functions which approximate 
the solution of the system of integral equations. The approximating functions 
are shown to exist and to converge to the solutron of the system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A deterministic model of epidemics was proposed by Cooke [3] and studied 
by Hoppensteadt and Waltman [5]. In [6], Hoppensteadt and Waltman made a 
major modification to the model presented in [5] and studied the resulting 
generalization. This work considers the model presented in [6]. The principal 
feature of this model is that it accounts for certain threshold phenomena involved 
in the spread of infection. The model also allows the study of epidemics in 
which susceptible individuals become infected, recover from the infection, enjoy 
a certain period of immunity, and then return to the susceptible state. 
The model gives rise to a system of integral equations which involve a time 
lag. Since analytical methods for solving this system are, in general, not available, 
numerical techniques are desirable. This work concerns a method for approxi- 
mating the solution to the system of integral equations. 
We now give a brief description of the model studied in [6]. 
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At time t, the population is divided into four disjoint classes. These are: 
s(t) the number of individuals susceptible to the infection but not yet 
exposed, 
E(t) the number of individuals exposed to the infection but not yet 
infectious, 
J(t) the number of infective individuals, 
R(t) the number of individuals who have recovered from the infection and 
are immune. 
It is assumed the infection spreads according to the following rules. 
(i) The number of susceptibles exposed to the infection in a time interval 
t to t + h is 
s 
t+h 
44 4-4 0) dx, 
t 
where Y is a positive, continuous proportionality function. That is, the rate of 
exposure of susceptibles is proportional to the product of the number of infectives 
and the number of susceptibles. 
(ii) An individual who is first exposed at time Q- becomes infective at 
time t if 
where pr and pa are given continuous nonnegative functions and m is a non- 
negative constant. 
(iii) An individual infected at time t becomes immune at time t + o, G a 
positive constant. 
(iv) An individual who becomes immune at time t becomes susceptible 
at time t + w, w a nonnegative constant. 
(v) The population size P = 5’(t) + E(t) + I(t) + R(t) is constant. 
In addition to these rules certain initial conditions are required. It is assumed 
that at some time, say t = 0, a number of infectious individuals are introduced 
into an initial susceptible population of S,, individuals. The history of the 
infectious individuals is assumed to be described by a given function I,, defined 
on the interval --(J < t < 0. Since the infection lasts a fixed time o in an indivi- 
dual, no member of the initial infectives became infective before time t = --o; 
therefore it is assumed that 1,(--o) = 0. No member may recover during the 
interval C--o, 0] so I, is nondecreasing on this interval. Assuming (iii) applies to 
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these initial infectives, the future of this group is known. Taking this into 
account an extension of I, to the real line is defined by 
Ill(t) = 0, 1 t .::. u 
= IO(t), -cl z< t %C. 0
= I”(0) - Io(t - CT), o<t<u, 
If the infection is to spread through the population, there must exist a finite 
number to such that 
This is the threshold condition. A nondecreasing continuous function I,, , 
defined on [-a, 0] such that 1,(---a) = 0, whose extension satisfies the above 
integral condition is called an admissible function. 
In [6] it is shown that under the assumptions above, the epidemic is described 
by a system of five integral equations of which equations (1. l)-( 1.3) are sufficient 
to determine the behavior of the system (the remaining variables being described 
in terms of these). 
s ’ 7(t) h(x) + ,4x> WI dx = my t >, to T(t) = 0, t s: t,, , (1.J) 
(1.2) 
R(t) = I&) + I:,:“‘,, y(x) I(x) S(x) dx, 
where 
I&) = 0, t .< w, 
= I,(O) - Io(t - w), t z w 
and 
409/6712-21 
I&) = IO(O) - IO(t), t d w, 
= Io(t - w) - lo(t), t>w 
(1.5) 
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Hoppensteadt and Waltman studied equations (1. I)-( 1.3) under separate 
conditions on the coefficient functions pr and ps . The conditions are 
HI : The function pa is positive for all t > 0. 
H2: The function pr is positive for all t 3 0. 
Their main result is the following: 
Let I,, be an admissible function and let r, pr and pa be continuous functions 
with Y positive. Suppose either condition HI holds with l,,(t,,) > 0 or condition 
H2 holds. Then there exist unique continuous, nonnegative functions 7, I, S, 
E and R which satisfy (1. I)-(1.5) f or all nonnegative t. Moreover, this solution 
depends continuously on the choice of r, pr , pz , m and the initial conditions 
S’s and I, . 
We assume throughout this work that the hypothesis of the preceding theorem 
is satisfied. The organization of the remainder of this paper is as follows. The 
method of approximating the solution of (1. I)--(1.3) is described in Section 2. 
Results concerning existence and convergence of the approximating functions 
are stated and proved in Section 3. This work complements that given in [2]. 
One point which should be emphasized here is that the approximating functions 
which we construct are physically realistic. In particular, the approximations to I 
and S are nonnegative and bounded above by the population size. 
2. A POLYGONAL MODEL 
Solving the system of equations (l.l)-(1.3) on a closed finite interval [0, c], 
c > to, is a difficult task. However, a related problem which is amenable to 
solution may be formed by using the technique suggested by Haymond in [4]. 
This technique consists of modeling the functions r, I and S by polygons which 
are required to satisfy (1. I)-( 1.3) at their knots. It is, of course, hoped that the 
resulting polygons will be an adequate approximation to the solution of (l.l)- 
(1.3). In this section we describe the modeling of 7, I and S by polygons and in 
the next we state conditions under which such polygons exist. 
First, suppose 1s is an admissible function and that to has been determined by 
solving the equation 
(2.1) 
Since I, is an admissible function, a solution to of this equation exists. Let W 
denote partition 
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of the interval [0, c] and let Y(W) d enote the space of all real polygons which 
have knots at the points of IV. For t in [El, , .$k+l], y in k’(IV) has the represen- 
tation 
t - fr+1 t - fk 
T(t) = Yk(f) = GA fk _ & : ct.1 r,,, ._ ,f* ’ 
k = 0, I,..., N - 1, for some constants C,,, , c‘,,, . Since y is continuous on 
LO, Cl> 
Ck.0 = Yh-l(f~<i)~ k=O, I )...( lb- 1, 
where Y-~(&,) is given by the initial conditions. 
For 0 r< t .< t, , we need only model S by a polygon since on this interval 
T(t) =-: 0 and I(t) = lo(t) are known. We will make it a practice to denote byfil 
the polygonal model of the functionf, where the subscript h denotes the norm of 
the partition ?V. Thus we model S by the polygon S, . For k = 0, I,..., I, --- 1 
define S, ,IL at the knots by requiring that 
and at other points by 
In equation (2.2), we use (rl,,SA) (x) to denote the product T(X) I,(x) S,(,z). In 
general, given functionsf, g and h we write (fgh) (x) == f(~) g(“) h(x). We define 
Th(t) = T(t) and Ih(t) = l,,(t), for 0 < t < to . 
On the interval (to, c] we model the three functions 7, I and S by polygons 
which are extensions of the functions 7h , Ih and S, defined in the previous 
paragraph. Again, for notational simplicity the extensions are also denoted by 
7h , I, and S,, , respectively. 
For k : L, L -1 I,..., N - 1 we have the representations 
(2.5) 
where 4,” , 4c,l , e,,, , e,,, ,fk,a, fk,l are constants and t is in [[, , fk+i]. Since 
7h , I?! and S, are continuous d,,, = T~,~,~~([J, ck,o = I~~,~-l(f~), and .f~;,o T 
I ,,I,_l(&J. S The unknown coefficients d,,, , ek,l , and fk.l in (2.3)-(2.5) are 
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determined by requiring that rh , h I and S, satisfy (1.1~(1.3) at the points 
f k+l, k =-LL + l,..., N - 1, that is, by requiring 
(2.6) 
If the functions T,, , I, and S, are known for 0 < t < tk-r, then (2.6)-(2.8) 
constitutes a system of three nonlinear equations for the three unknown coeffi- 
cients d,,, , ekBl and fic,r . Once these coefficients are determined it follows from 
WI-W) that w&i+d = 4,1y LdS~+l) = cl, and &.dSl~+~) =fr ,~. For
given initial conditions, once Sh on the interval [0, t,,] has been found, the coef- 
ficients d,,, , ek,l and fksl, k =L,L + I,..., N - 1, are generated recursively 
by observing (2.6)-(2.8). 
Notice that no special starting procedure is required by this method and that 
the knots W may be chosen arbitrarily except for tL which must be t, . 
3. THEORETICAL RESULTS 
This section is devoted to theoretical results about the polygonal model 
introduced in Section 2. We will show that, under suitable hypotheses, there 
exists a polygon S, which satisfies (2.2) on [0, t,,] and that the system of equations 
(2.6b(2.8) has a unique solution. We also prove that the sequences of functions 
(Q}, (Ih} and (S,} generated as described converge to 7, I and S, respectively, as 
h tends to zero. Before we proceed to these results we prove an interesting 
result concerning the Lipschitz continuity of 7, I and S. 
LEMMA 3.1. If the given admissible function I,, is Lipschitz continuous on the 
interval [-a, 01, then the functions r, I and S are Lipschitz continuous on thefinite 
interval [0, c]. 
Proof. It is obvious that I, as extended to the entire real line is Lipschitz 
continuous. It is also obvious from the definition that 1r is Lipschitz continuous. 
Let A,0 denote a Lipschitz constant for I,, and note that this constant is also a 
Lipschitz constant for Jr . 
Given a continuous function f, defined on a finite interval [0, b], we introduce 
the followina notation: 
f*(b) = “yz*f (t), 
f*(b) = O$$f (4. 
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Also, for notational convenience, let Z(X) denote pi(x) + pz(x) I(X). Throughout 
this proof we assume t, and t, are points in the interval [0, c] with t, < t, . 
We now show that 7 is Lipschitz continuous. There are three cases to be 
considered; namely, t, f t, , t, < to < t, , and t, < t, . The only nontrivial 
case occurs when t, < t, . In this case the definition of 7 implies 
j-;lI; Z(x) dx = L; Z(x) dx. 
Hoppensteadt and Waltman show in [6] that under our hypotheses Z,(c) > 0. 
Thus 
The Lipschitz continuity of I and S follows in an analogous manner. 
Throughout this work we let h, , h, and h, denote positive Lipschitz constants 
for T, I and S, respectively. 
We now show that there exists a polygon Sh on the interval [0, t,] which 
satisfies equation (2.2). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose W = {&, , f1 ,..., 5,) is a partition of [0, t,,] with norm 
h < 2/(1,,(O) r*(Q). Then there exists a unique positive polygon S, in Y(W) which 
is bounded above by P and satis$es equation (1.2) at the nodes, i.e. 
&(&J = M5J + So - I” (4&,) (4 dx, k := I,2 ,...) L. 
0 
Proof. In this proof we use the facts that for t > 0, I, is nonincreasing and II 
is nondecreasing. Also, recall that for 0 < t < to , Ih(t) = IO(t). 
The proof is by induction. Forj = 1 we must have 
S,(f,) + j" (yb&) (4 dx = WI) + So .
0 
Replacing S, by its representation on [to , El] we have 
fo.1 + jot’ r(x) Ux) [Me,, $$ + fo,l 
1 
:I 1 t ] dx = M,) + So . 
0 
This implies 
&I[ 1+ J’d’ y(x) 444 a dx] 
= I#,) + So [ 1 - jot’ Y(X) I&) * dx] . 
50 - 51 
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The coefficient of fs,r is positive so this equation has a unique solution. Since 




y(x) W) to _ & ?Ih- dx < IO(O) Y *(to) & 
0 
1 (‘(x - &) dx 
d i~o(O) y*(fo) (El - to) 
< 1. 
the right-hand side is also positive. Thus the solutionf,,, is positive. 
The inductive step, which is made in the same manner, is omitted. Since 
Sh,k(Sk+l) =fk,l > 0 for h = 0, L.., L - 1, the polygon, denoted S, , joining 
the points (& , S,(&)) is positive and has the desired properties. This concludes 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
In the process of finding a bound for the quantity / s(t) - Sh(t)j we will find 
the following elementary lemma, which is stated without proof, useful. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose f is a function de$ned on an interval [a, b] and that 
t, < t, are points in [a, b]. Let L, denote the linear interpolating polynomial through 
the points (tI ,f(Q) and (tz ,f(t,)). Suppose the numbmsfh(tl) andf,(t,) are given 
and let Lfh denote the linear interpolating polynomial through the points (tl , fh(tl)) 
and (t2 9f&2)). If f is L P h t i SC i z continuous with Lipschitz constant & , then, for 
t, d t d t, , 
and 
If(t) - L,(t)1 < 2hf I t2 - t1 I 
If(t) - Lfh(9 < 2hf I t2 - t1 I + boy XW -f (td& 
In the proof of the next lemma and thereafter we use the following notation. 
Given a partition W = {to, El ,..., tN’N> of an interval [0, a] and functions f and 
fh defined on [0, a], we define E(f, fh , j) by 
E(f,fh ,j) = maxiIf -f&Q , i = 0, 1, Z...,jI. 
In general fh will be a polygonal model off. When it is clear which function fh 
is the polygonal model off, the notation E(f, fh , j) is shortened to E(f, j). We 
also define 
llfll , [a*bl = g;f If (Q a 
For the remainder of this section it is assumed that the given admissible 
function I, is Lipschitz continuous. We remind the reader that the Hoppensteadt 
and Waltman hypotheses are also assumed to hold and that the population size 
is constant. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Suppose the number a satis$es 0 < a < t, and r*(t,) I,(O) a < 1, 
the partition 
has norm h < l/(~*(t~)&,(O)), and the polygon S, , constructed with knots &, , 
(1 I’..’ & , is positive, bounded above by P and satisfies (2.2). Then for 0 -< t < a, 
I s(t) - s,(t)1 G Ck 
where C is a constant independent of h. 
Proof. If K = 1, the proof is easy; thus assume K > 1. Since 1 = Ih = I,, 
on the interval [O, to], it follows from (1.2) and (2.2) that 
A’(&.) - S,(&J = j-I* (do&) (x) dx - ffa (r&S’) (x) dx, 
” - n 
for k = I, 2,..., K. Taking absolute values, we obtain 
< r*(t,) lo(O) / j-‘“’ [S,(x) - S(x)] dx J- f” [&(x) - S(x)] dx 1 
0 :Ic 1 
(, Y*(t,) I,(O) {a I( s, - s jl’“*E~-ll + P(5, - &-$. 
The maximum value of / S,(t) - S(t)1 occurs on some subinterval, say [IEj_, , &I. 
Applying Lemma 3.2 we find 
I a5J - w5J < r*(t,)I,(O) [2ahsh + a&S, k - 1) f Ph] 
< Qh + ME(S, k - l), 
(3.1) 
where Q -I r*(t,) I,(O) [2ah, + P] and M = P(t,) I,(O) a. Since the right-hand 
side of inequality (3.1) is a nondecreasing function of K, we have 
E(S, k) < Qh + ME(S, k - l), k =m I, 2 ,..., K. 
From this relation it is easily shown that 
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By hypothesis iI4 is less than 1, so we conclude 
Et4 k) d (3, k = 1, 2 ,..., K, 
where C, = Q Cy-,, iW = Q/(1 - M). It follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
11 s - s, pa1 < Ch 
with C = US + C,, completing the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
Note that the inequality in the conclusion of Lemma 3.3 holds on [0, &I. 
Next we extend the results of the last lemma to a larger interval. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose the numbers a and b satisfy 0 < a < b < to and 
2r*(to) I,(O) (b - a) < 1; the partition 
of [0, to] has norm h < b - a; thepolygon S, , constructed with knots to , fl ,..., & , 
is positive, bounded above by P and satisjies (2.2) and 11 S - S, (j[“*ol < C,,h for a 
constant Co . Then there exists a constant Cl such that 
/I S - S, /J[“J’l < C,h. 
Proof. Fork = K, K+ I,..., Jwe have 
W,) - &d&c) = Jo” +4 I,(x) I%(x) - SW1 dx 
+ If”-’ e4 IO(X) [&4x) - S@H dx 
EK 
+Sfk W I,(x) [S&) - WI dx. 
h-1 
Taking absolute values we obtain 
I S&) - &&c)l G r*(to) IO(O) tocoh 
+ r*(to) IO(O) II sib - s /l[ovfk-l' (&-I - 5‘4 
+ r*(to> lo(O) Ph 
< r*(to) 4,(O) t&oh + r*(to) I,(O) Ph 
+ r*(to)Io(0) [2&h + E(S, k - 1)12(b - a) 
< Qh + ME(S, k - 11, 
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where Q = r*(t,) I,,(O) [toCo + 4X,(b - a) P] and M = 21*(t,) I,(O) (b - u). AS 
in the proof of Lemma 3.3, it follows that 
E(S, k) =G Qh + ME(S, k - 1). 
From this relation it is easily shown that for j = 0, I,..., J - K, 
E(S,K+.i)G $j& h + MC,h. 
Applying Lemma 3.2 we obtain 
I/ S - S, Ij[a*bl < 2&h + E(S, J) 
Taking C, = max{C, ,2h, + Q/(1 - M) + MC,), we have jl S - S, /lt”,bl f
C,h, which completes the proof. 
By applying 3.4 repeatedly, we extend this result to the interval [0, t,,]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the partition W = {&, 5, ,..., t,} of the interval 
[0, to] has the norm h < to/No , where No is a positive integer such that to/N, -: 
1/(2r*(t,)I,(O)). In addition, suppose the polygon S, , constructed with knots 
to , (I ,... , tL is positive, bounded above by P and satis$es (2.2). Then there exists a 
constant C such that 
11 S - S, (/to*to1 < Ch. 
Proof. Let d = to/No. By Lemma 3.3, there is a constant C, such that 
I/ S - S, lIt”*dl < C,h. Applying Lemma 3.4 with a = d and b = 2d we find a 
constant C, such that Ij S - S, Ijt”,sdl < C,h. By applying Lemma 3.4 No -- 2 
more times we obtain the conclusion of the theorem. 
On the interval [0, to], 711 and Ih are known functions. For a larger interval, say 
[0, c] where c > to , we model 7 and I by polygons denoted 71 and I/, , res- 
pectively. We now state and prove a theorem which establishes the existence and 
uniqueness of polygons 7h , Ih and S, satisfying (2.6)(2.8). 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose c > 0 and E > 0 are given and the partition W z 
(40 I 61 I..., &} of the interval [0, to] bus norm h < 2/(1,(O) r*(to)). Let S,, denote the 
polygonal function of Theorem 3.1. Tken there exists a partition 
to = CL -=c L+I < ‘.. < .& = c 
of [to , c] with [k+l - & < E, k = L, L + l,..., N, and corresponding unique 
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positive polygonal functions To , I and S, , which are extensions of T, I, and 4 h 
above, respectively, with knots & , &+1 ,..., fN , which satisfy 
(3.2) 
k =L + l,L + 2,..., IV. Furthermore, Ih and S,, are bounded above by P. 
Proof. This proof is patterned after the existence proof given by Hoppensteadt 
and Waltman in [6]. 
Recall that on [0, to], T&(t) = 0 and Ih(t) = IO(t). Suppose that condition HI 
holds with Io(to) > 0 and that 7A , Ih and S, have been found on [O, [,I, tk. > to , 
with 0 < Ih < P and 0 < S, < P. We wish to show that Q-~ , Ih and S, can be 
continued to a larger interval [O, &+t] in a unique way. 
Choose a point tk+i > tk such that 
5 k+l - tk < min (T, -L I Pr*(c) ’ p:(c) +m&c) P ’ ” 
P244 Ih’(l?J 
I r*(c) P”p,*(c) * (3-5) 
If & = to, constrain kk+i further by requiring that fRfl be such that 21,(&+,) > 
Io(to). Denote the set of polygonal functions with knots only at f, and El;, 1 by Y. 
For 4 in I’ define the norm of 4 by 
Let 
s .:;,I [ppl(x) + P2(4 a41 dx = m* 
The integrand is positive, therefore Th(t) is increasing for to < t ,( fR . 
By the choice of &+r we have &+r - u < 4, , which implies ~~(!$~+i - u) < 
~~(6,). From this it follows that y is positive for & > to . If tk = to , y is positive 
by hypothesis. 
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Equip M with the metric p($i , +J = jl $i - c#, jj . Under this metric M is a 
complete metric space. 
Define a mapping U from M into Y by requiring that U$(~,+,) satisfy 
and LT+(Ek) = ~(6~). Since pa(x) 4(x) > 0 and +$k+i - ~!k < m/(&(c) + P?(C) P), 
these requirements uniquely define U$. 
The important properties of U+ are established in the following lemma which 
is stated without proof. 
LEMMA 3.5. U is a continuous mapping of M into Y with Q(&) < (U$) (f) :< 
65 for 6% < t 6 CL . 
Next define a mapping T on M into Y by requiring that T$(&J = Ihh(&) and 
(3.7) 
The essential property of T is established in the next lemma which is also stated 
without proof. 
LEMMA 3.6. The mapping T is a contraction mapping of M into itsetf. 
Since T i? a contraction mapping on M, Banach’s fixed point theorem implies 
the existence of a unique point + such that T$ = +. Extend the functions Q 
and 1h , known on [0, tJ, to [0, &+,I by defining them on [fk, kk+J as In(t) = 
9(t) and Tn(t) = U$(t). F rom equations (3.6) and (3.7) we see that this extension 
satisfies equations (3.2) and (3.4). 
With rh(tK+i) and Ih(.&+i) known, we show the existence and uniqueness of 
Sh(tlc,.i) in the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Thus T* , I,, and S, 
have been continued to the point E,,i . 
We now wish to show that the above extension process can be used to extend 
Q ,1, and S, to the interval [0, c] in a finite number of steps. 
Let Q denote the set of all x < c such that Q , Ih and S, cannot be continued, 
in a finite number of steps and in a unique way, to t = X. If Q is empty then 
this proof is complete. If not, let i = inf Q and choose a point .$, < t such that 
By definition oft, the functions 7h , I and S,, can be continued to a point [i > 6, h 
such that 
f - fi < min I 
P 2*(c) L’(53) 1 
2r*(c) pzf;(c) ’ pr*(c) ’ E * I 
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TO show that rh , Ih and S, can be continued to t, we repeat the extension argu- 
ment given above with tk = & and &+i = t‘. If t‘ = c then the proof is complete, 
If not, using the same argument again, we extend Q , I, and S, past t. This 
contradicts the definition of t, thus 7 h , Ih and S, may be extended to c in a 
finite number of steps. 
This completes the proof with Hl holding and &(t,,) > 0. The proof with H2 
holding is similar. We omit that part of the proof. 
In the preceding proof, the functions Q , Ih and S, were assumed to exist on 
[0, [J and it was shown that these functions could be continued to [0, fk+J 
where &+r > .$ . Upon consideration of the proof we note that fkfl is chosen 
from a continuum of possible values. That is, if the number x could be chosen 
to be &+i , then any number in (& , x] could be chosen as Er+i . Thus any point 
may be specified in advance to be a knot of the polygons -rh ,I, and S,, . 
Given a finite interval [0, c], we are interested in generating sequences of 
polygons {Q}, (1,) and {S,) defined on [0, ] c an in showing that these sequences d 
converge to 7, I and S, respectively. We use the following scheme to generate 
sequences of polygons which have the desired convergence property. Let {cn} 
denote a sequence of positive numbers such that l Iz tends to zero as n tends to 
infinity. By the preceding theorem, for each it, we can construct a partition W, 
of [0, c], with norm less than l 11. , and corresponding unique polygons rh,% ,
hlz and &,, . In fact, it follows from the preceding paragraph that for each n 
we can construct many partitions and corresponding polygons. For our purposes, 
we choose any one of these and let it correspond to E, . In this way we obtain a 
sequence of partitions {W,} and corresponding sequences of polygons {T~,~}, 
(Ih,n} and {S,,,}. Notice that the norms of the partitions approach zero as 7t 
tends to infinity. We wish to show that as n -+ CO, rh,n --f r, Ih,n +I and 
S h.n ---)I S. The method of attack is the same as that which led to Theorem 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose c and M are constants with c > t, and 4M < 1. Let 
let a be a constant such that t, < a < c, and let a < b < min{a + M/H, c}. Sup- 
pose the polygonal functions Q , Ih and S, have been constructed, as described in 
Section 2, with knots 
0 = 40 < 41 < ‘..<5K--1<a~~~<...<5,=c, 
where the partition (5, , (I ,..., tN} has norm h < min{o, M/2H, b - a>. Finally, 
suppose that I, and S, are nonnegative and bounded above by P, that q,(&) < & , 
j = K, K + I,..., IV, and that 11 7 - Q jjrO,al < C,,h, 1) I - Ih Il[“*al < C,,h and 
11 S - S, jjro*al < C&, wtie Co is a constant. Then there exists a constant Cl such 
that JI 7 - Q j)[o*bl < C,h, )( I - I,, jl[o~bJ < C,h and jj S - S, Il[o*bl < C,h. 
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Proof. Let J be an integer such that &r < b < EJ . The restrictions on h 
imply that &-r > a and &-I - [xK-r < 2M/H. Forj = K, k + l,..., J, we have 
which is equivalent to 
.r ‘&’ Z(x) dx = - r:l,, pz(x) [I(x) - &(x)1 dx. dr,) 
Applying the mean-value theorem to the first integral, we find a point X, between 
T(&) and T~(.$~;.) such that 
We consider two cases. First we suppose that ~~(6~) < fE and take absolute 
values in equation (3.9) to find 
1 
G Z*(c) __ b&4 @oh + pm (5,-l  5%) I! I - I, fos5J-J + pz*(c) Pk]. 




Let QT = max{QT, Co>, then we have 
(3.11) 
409/67/2-22 
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For the second case we assume ~~(5~) > & and we find 
Thus we see that in this case also equation (3.10) holds. 
Next we consider I. Using (1.3) and (2.7) we find, forj = K + 1, K + 2 ,..., J, 
Using Lemma 3.2 we see that 
I Gl 1 < @*(c) P2[U,h + J+,j - 111. 
Now we use equation (3.11) to obtain 
I Gl 1 < + T*(C) P2h,h + f Y*(C) P2 [Q,h + 2;;f$) E(I,~ - I)] . (3.12) 
For the second integral we have 
1 
I G I < -Y*(C) P2 I G;> - 45,)l 4 (3.13) 
G + Y*(C) P2 [Qrh + 2Mpa*(c) E(I,j - l)] . Hz,(c) 
To bound G3 , we will use 
11 IS - I& pa1 < 11 s pa1 11 I - lJ& /j[O.~l 
+ 11 If& pa1 11 s - s, pa1 
< 2PC,h, 
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and 
:j IS - IhSh /;[““J-ll < P[2X,h + E(I, j - 1) + 2X& + E(S, j - l)]. 
If T,t([j) ::- (K and rd[, - u) < 5, , then 
->: / [K - ‘,([j - U)I Y*(C) 2PCJl 
‘I 




” y(x) 1 I(x) S(x) - Ih(x) S,(x)/ dx 
E, 1 
< 2cC,Pr*(c) h + Y*(C) P*h 
+ ((j-1 - 5~) Y*(C) P[2&h + E(I, j - 1) -C 2Xsh -+ E(S, j - l)] 
-:; y*(c) P [2cCo + g (A, + A,) + P] h 
+ g Y*(c) P[E(I, j - 1) + E(S, j - l)]. (3.14) 
1 G3 j < s'"") y(x) 1 I(x) S(x) - I&) S,(x)/ dx. 
fK 
From the above we see that equation (3.14) also holds for this case. If T,([,) K tK 
then 
1 G:, / < 2&(c) PC,h. 
Thus equation (3.14) holds in all cases. Using equations (3.12)-(3.14) we obtain 
k<Q,h tr*(c)P+(S,j- ~)+Y*(c)P~[I ya]s(~,j- I), 
(3.15) 
where 
QI = y*(c) p [; P(& + Q7) + 2CC” + fg (A, + As) + P] . 
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Next, let us consider S. Using equations (1.2) and (2.8) we see that 
where 
Ga = [;;;;I--; W) (4 dx, 
G5 = i:,;r’_,-w) +) PA(X) SAM - W WI dx> 
Gs=/” r(X) [IA@) sA(x) - I(X) s(X)] dx. 
c,-1 
Using the same procedure as that used to obtain equation (3.12), we obtain 
I G I < + Y*(C) P%h + + Y*(C) p2 [&h + ;7’;;) E(I,~ - I)] . 
In order to bound G5 , we consider two cases. If Th([j - u - CO) < & then 
f-fx> IIAtx) sA(x) - I(X) stx)l dx ) 
+ 1 J<;-’ r(X) [lAtx) sA(x) - I(x) +)I dx / 
< 2u*(c) P&h ] & - ~(5~ - u - w)I 
+ r*(c) y P[U,h + E(S,j - 1) + 2&h + E(I,j - l)] 
+ Y*(c) g P[JT(S,j - 1) + E(l,j - l)]. 
If Th(fj - 0 - w) > tK then 
1 G, ] < SE+’ ‘+) 1 IAh(x) sA(x) - I(X) s(X)1 dx. 
EK 
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Thus the bound obtained in the first case holds for this case as well. Finally 
Combining the bounds for G4, G5 and G, we find 
j- l)+r*(c)Pg[l PP,*W 
+z,(c) I E(I, j - I), 
(3.16) 
where 
gs = y*(c) p [; PA, + + PQ7 + 2cc,, + 7 (A, + A,) t p] . 
By the choice of b, we have from (3.1 l), (3.15) and (3.16) that 
E(T, j) < Q,h + aE(L j - I), (3.17) 
E(L j) < Q,h + a&S, j - 1) + aE(I, j - I), (3.18) 
E(&j) < Q$ + aE(S,.j - 1) + a-W, j - I), (3.19) 
where 01 = 2M < 8, QI = max(@ , C,,> and Qs = max{& , C,,j. Using equa- 
tions (3.17)-(3.19), it is easily shown, by finite induction, that 
E(T, j) < Ah, -W, j) < Bh and EC&j) < Dh, 
where 
A = QT + ~QI + 5 Xk-“ak(Q, + Qs) + C,, , 
k=2 
B = QI + $ 2”-la”(Q, i- Qs) + Co , 
k-1 
D = Qs + f 2’-‘ak(Q1 + Qs) + C,, 
7c=l 
Since 7, I and S are Lipschitz continuous, the inequalities 
I I - T&I < 2x3 + E(7.7 1) 
<(U,+A)k 
hold for a < t < b. We complete the proof of Lemma 3.6 by Jetting 
Cl = max{2h, + A, 24 + B, 24 + 01. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Suppose c is a positive number greater than t, . Let {en} denote 
a sequence of positive numbers which conveges to zero. Associate with each E, a 
partition W,, of [0, c], given by 
with norm less than E, , and corresponding unique nonnegative functions 7h,n , I,,, 
and S,,,, which satisfy the following 
(i) For 0 < t < to, Th.n (t) = 0, I&t) = I,,(t) and S,,, is a positive poly- 
gonal function with knots & , 4n,z ,..., [n,L, which satisfies (2.2). 
(ii) Fw 43 < t < c, rh,n , h,el I and Sh,, are nonnegative polygonal functions, 
with knots [n,L,+l , [n,L,+2 ,..., fn,N, , which satisfy (2.6)-(2.8). 
Then the sequences of functions (Q+}, {Ihen} and {A’,,,} converge uniformly to 7, 
I and S, respectively. 
Proof. For NO sufficiently large and n 3 NO, the hypothesis of Theorem 
(3.2) is satisfied. Thus for n > No, there exists a constant CO such that 
11 s - Sk n p%J < c c . For t > to , let k denote a positive integer such that 
d = (c -’ t,)/k < M,;” Th en for each n sufficiently large the hypothesis of 
Lemma 3.7 is satisfied with a = to and b = to + d. Thus there exists a constant 
C, such that 11 7 - 7h,n Ij[s*t~+dl < CIcn , I] I - Ih n ]][s*to+dl < Crz, and 
11 s - As,,, p~~o+dl < CIE, . Applying Lemma 3.7 k - i more times we find a 
constant C such that // 7 - T~,~ Ij[“*cl < CE, , I/ I - Ih ,, Ij[“*cl < CE, and 
11 s - s,,, pc1 < CE, . Since C is independent of n we have the conclusion 
of Theorem 3.4. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The method described in Section 2 has been implemented on a digital com- 
puter by replacing the integrals involved by quadrature rules which are generali- 
zations of the product-type quadrature rules developed by Boland and Duris [l]. 
These quadrature rules are well suited to this problem since they are designed 
to approximate the integral of the product of two or more functions. In the 
implementation a product-type rule was used which integrates exactly the 
product of three polygons. Details concerning this implementation as well as 
examples which include values of 7, I and S appear in [2]. 
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